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This website or its third-party tools use cookies, which are necessary for its operation and necessary to achieve the purposes illustrated in the cookie policy. If you wish to be told more or withdraw your consent for all or some of the cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through this page, clicking a link, or continuing to browse otherwise, you
agree to the use of cookies. Select a completed image: Condition: UsedQuantity Available: 0 Starting Bid $10.00 Make seller an offer no longer available seller accepts: ( See below for all accepted payment methods) Winner (s) $15.00 - G*** t (1) [ Purchased with Buy Now ] Buyer's Shipping Protection Terms shipping Buyer pays for shipping expensesSeller ships internationally.
The seller allows local pickup. Ships from 89506, Nevada, USAPostingContact Seller for Postal Insurance Tax – We, Used, Recycled, Legacy and Unique Items with a wide range of atcost-plus products prices with shipping and handling processed in a timely manner See similar items from this seller's store: Click Here Description Pulse Oximeter, #C29from ReliOnFrom the
manufacturer: Pulse oxymetry is a noninvasive and painless test that measures oxygen saturation levels, or oxygen levels in blood. It can quickly detect even small changes in how effectively oxygen is transported to the farthest extremities of the heart, including the legs and arms. The pulse oximeter is a small, clip-like device that attaches to one side of the body, such as the feet
or the earlobe. Itâ€ ™s most commonly put on a finger, and itâ€ ™ is often used in a critical care setting, such as emergency rooms or hospitals. Some doctors, they'd be pneumologists, they can use it in the office. Purpose and usesFor the purpose of pulse oxymetry is to check how well your heart is pumping oxygen through your body. It can be used to monitor the health of
people with any type of condition that can affect blood oxygen levels, especially while theyâ€™re in hospital. These conditions include: Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD)asthmapneumonialong canceranemiaheart attack or heart failure congenital heart defectsReliOn Pulse Oximeter is clinically validated for accuracy in providing reliable oxygen levels and heart rate
measurements. For sports and aviation use. Features: Portable, easy and convenientEasy-to-read with two levels of brightnessViewable in two parts Suitable with soft paddingOne button running and automatic power supply offContents:Pulse oxymeter2 Batteries AAACarrying caseLanyardEnglish/ Spanish instruction manualThis is an open box item that is previously held in the
original manufacturer's packaging that seems to have never been used. It has retailed for over $25 plus s/h. Bring yours here for less. Wysiwyg. Listed as it is. FREE INTERNAL TRANSPORT with Buy Now.Questions about this or any other item in my Contact me. Thanks for searching and happy bidding/buying. Reasonable offers more than the starting amount are also taken into
account. Disclaimer: Only illustrated items are included - If a part is not illustrated, or mentioned above, then it is not included in the sale. Items are sold as-is unless otherwise specified - Do not assume an item is working unless specifically specifying the item is tested and works in auction. Some of our items are listed as parts or repairs under conditions. These elements may or
may not work because we lacked the right knowledge to test or could not test. Or the item just doesn't work. For more listed items, the illustrated serial number is not necessarily the one that will be sent. The description of the product on this site is obtained from the product label made by the product manufacturers. Occasionally, manufacturers may modify their ingredient lists,
sizes or packaging. Actual product packaging and materials may contain several and/or information different from those displayed on our website. We cannot ensure or guarantee the accuracy of any descriptions. If you have any questions about this product, please contact us via the contact page. Item Attributes (provided by Seller)
Brand:ReliOnMPN:C29UPC/ISBN:681131078528In categories:Health &amp; Beauty &gt; Medical, Mobility &amp; Disability &gt; Monitoring &amp; TtedingDitional Category:Health &amp; Beauty &gt; Health Care &gt; Other Contact Seller Contact Seller Payment Methods Accepted by Seller: PayPal Diners MasterCard Money Order Visa Discover Shipping Terms Buyer pays for
shipping expensesInternational. The seller allows local pickup. Ships from 89506, Nevada, USAPostingContact Seller For Postal Insurance Fee - Shipping &amp; Payment DetailsPayment is expected within 24 hours of the winning bid, unless prior arrangements have been made and with mutual agreement. Mastercard and Visa direct payment options are accepted. Contact me
for details. Buyer discounts can be offered if the purchase of several items and combined shipping is selected. Additional discounts may be offered for repeat customers. All discounts are at the seller's discretion. The shipment shall be made within one working day of receipt of the confirmed payment. A nominal packing and handling charge is included in the cost of shipping, which
is based on weight, size and distance. Shipping is also available at APO/FPO addresses in accordance with postal regulations. international shipping will be higher and will be added to the invoice. International bidders/buyers: contact me for an estimate of shipping costs before bidding or purchasing. Spare us both a lot of pain. Thank. Insurance is optional and will be paid for by
the buyer. Combined shipping for multiple items is also available. If free domestic transport ation is offered with Buy Now, it will be done by the most cost-effective means so it was determined by the seller. Thank. 1. PayPal payment is not is is accepted, unless requested. However, local purchases can be paid by credit or debit card using the Square payment method. The postal
payment order is accepted, along with the credit or direct debit card. 2.Nu we can arrange weekend shipments or public holidays. 3.Your orders will be shipped within 48 hours of payment verification (Saturdays &amp; . Sundays are excluded). Â All goods will be sentÂ byÂ EconomyÂ deliveryÂ withÂ trackingÂ number. 4.Please note that international delivery depends very much
on local customs and local postal service. 5.We can only ship orders to the confirmed address. The address and full name on the means of payment must correspond to the address of dispatch, unless other arrangements have been made in advance and agreed in writing. 6.International Buyers, Please note: The Buyer is responsible for any applicable import duties and local
taxes. Please check customs duties before purchase. Shipping times: Internal: The following general shipping times apply depending on the type of shipment: â€¢ Media Mail (9-12 days) â€¢ First Class Mail (2-5 days) â€¢ Priority Mail (2-3 days) International: First Class international packages are not track-capable online. The average shipping time is 7-14 business days,
depending on the location. Hours may vary depending on how quickly customs processes the item, you can generally expect longer periods around the holidays. Â Shipping times from carriers other than USPS will vary. RETURNING POLICY: Customer satisfaction is a priority, and I will gladly accept a return if the item has not been significantly described and/or insedvertized
rough, and only if I receive the item in the same state as when it is delivered. Returned items are subject to a 25% restocking fee. It is the buyer's responsibility to ask questions about any issues or concerns before bidding on or purchasing an item. Unless otherwise stated, all items listed are CA IS and are guaranteed only against the arrival of the D.O.A. If the item is damaged in
transit or otherwise claimed to be significantly unlined, the buyer must provide documented evidence to support this claim. The buyer pays shipping for the return of the item and the funds will be refunded as soon as the item is back in my possession, by means of the article the same method was paid for, exchange or credit store, (your choice), in exactly the same condition in
which it was received. No returns or refunds sealed (unopened) in the manufacturer's original packaging. Shipping &amp; handling fees are not refundable, you will only receive the refund of the original purchase price. Leave 4-6 weeks for a refund to be issued. The seller, lugpol, assumes full responsibility for the content of this Listing Items from this auction seller is closed.
Offers for this item are no longer supported Although you can associate a pulse oximeter a hospital using one at home can be beneficial as well. Perhaps your doctor has asked you to use a pulse oximeter to gather data about your health while at home. Or maybe you simply want to have your own pulse oximeter so you can keep tabs on your health and stay on top of the
disease. Even if you don't know anything about pulse oximeters, you can still make a smart purchase decision with the right information in hand. At BestReviews, we conduct extensive research in each product category. In order to avoid prejudice, we always refuse offers from manufacturers for free samples. We want to be your starting source for honest and thorough product
reviews that you can trust. We used our research results to compile the product recommendation product list and the following shopping guide. Please continue reading to learn more about pulse oximeters and find the best for your needs. When a doctor searches for oxymetry pulse information, he or she wants to measure the level of oxygen saturation in the blood. This data
helps professionals determine how well the body's organs are working. A pulse oximeter is a small device that clips over a finger. Some people confuse the heart rate oxymetry with the blood drawing process, but these are two separate tests. A pulse oximeter doesn't pierce the skin. A pulse oximeter worksIf you're interested in the science behind the pulse oximeter, here's a basic
list of how technology works. The unit generates lightWhen you wear a pulse oximeter, you may see the light emitting from inside it. This is normal because part of the unit generates light of different wavelengths. Often, a unit will generate a minimum of two wavelengths of light: visible red light and infrared light. Some units also generate other wavelengths. Expert TipA blood
drawing is a painful process that requires the insertion of a needle into a vein. Pulse oxymetry is different; It's a non-invasive way to measure oxygen levels in the blood. STAFFBestReviewsOn the other side of the unit is a light detector. Receives and measures the intensity of light that the generator creates. Light passes through the fingerIf the finger was not in the pulse
oxymeter, the light moved easily from generator to detector. But with your finger in the device, much of the light is blocked and absorbed before it reaches the detector. The detector measures the amount of light that passes through the finger to reach the detector. The unit interprets the absorption of light by measuring light, the pulse oxymeter causes oxygenation of the blood.
Hemoglobin absorbs when carrying oxygen. In addition, the pulse oximeter uses light data to measure the size of blood vessels and non-oxygenated hemoglobin. Within seconds, the pulse oxymeter uses this data to determine the oxygenation level. Did you know? Oxygen saturation is a measure of many hemoglobin proteins in the blood carry oxygen molecules.
STAFFBestReviewsBecause all pulse oximeters adhere to the same basic design, they are differentiated only by their physicality. You can choose one of three types: a one-screen fingertip clip, a wristband screen with a fingertip clip, or a portable fingertip clip. Peak clip with screenThis pinches on about half of your index finger. (It does not pinch tightly enough to cause pain.)
Similar to the operational design of a laundry needle, this is the most common type of pulse oximeter for household use. Pro Screen and drive are all contained in one device, so you can carry anywhere. This design is usually also the fastest to configure and use. It provides quick readings after physical activity, which some doctors like to have in their data arsenal. This is the
simplest type of design to use at home. Cons Even if the screen is sharp, it is also small. Some people may have trouble reading small screen text. Finger pulse oximeters have been available for use since 1995. STAFFBestReviewsThis attaches to about half of your index finger, and a thin thread connects the clip to the bracelet. The device, with its display screen on the bracelet,
looks very much like a large smartwatch. Advantages The screen on the bracelet is larger than the clip screen on your fingertips, so it can be easier to read than other styles. This design tends to fit a little tighter on your finger, so you're more apt to receive accurate readings while wearing it – especially during sleep. Cons Because it is essentially a two-piece unit, it is not as
portable as some other models. In addition, the thread that connects the blade to the bracelet limits the type of activity you can do while wearing it. Portable screen with clip with your fingertipsThis is the type of oxymeter you will most likely encounter in a hospital. The blade fits about half of the index finger and attaches to a portable device with a wire. The portable portion, which
is about the size of a thick smartphone, contains a display screen and can also sports control buttons. Alternatively, the tip-grip can connect via cable to a larger display screen that contains additional data from multiple sensors on the body. Advantages The portable screen gives you more control over the operation of the unit than other models. (Other models are so small that they
won't have many control buttons, if any.) This design usually has a larger screen, which makes it easier to read. Cons This older is not very portable. You are limited in the types of tasks you can perform while wearing it, because you need to hold the drive in one hand. It's not ideal for use during sleep, and it's not really designed for home use either. Type WizardSome older
oxymeter pulse units did not have a built-in display screen, but newer units display extended data instantly after a reading is complete. STAFFBestReviewsMost models of the oxymeter pulse work in a similar way. That said, you should always read the instructions for your particular model before using it. Here are the most common steps for using a pulse oximeter – charge up
most home-based pulse-based oximeters run on battery. Make sure the battery is fully charged before using the device for the first time. Some drives include a battery power indicator on the screen, so you know when it's time for a charge. Turn on the pulse oxymeter. Some units may go through a self-checking process. Most units indicate on the display screen when the pulse
oximeter is ready for use, although some use an LED light indicator for this purpose. Check the user guide for specific unit indications. Caution A pulse oximeter that does not have a low battery could provide incorrect readings. STAFFBestReviews Connect to a finger Some light pulse oximeters and almost like a laundry needle. Grab the ends of the pulse oximeter to open the
arms, slide your finger in and release the ends. It will fit well, but it shouldn't pinch painfully as a laundry needle would. Other pulse oximeters may have only a hole or cylinder in which you insert your finger. If your unit requires adhesive to keep it in position, apply the adhesive before inserting the finger. Get reading Some units automatically take a reading when your fingertips
touch a buffer inside the unit. Others prompt you to press a home button. The unit indicates that the reading is complete with either a message on the display screen or a sequence of indicator light. Take note of readings Although some pulse oximeters will store the readings for you, you should write your readings, the time you've taken them, and whether they occurred after
physical activity. It is always good to have a backup of the data if the pulse oxymeter fails. Expert TipSome pulse oximeters use an adhesive to stay in place. This adhesive could irritate the skin. STAFFBestReviews If you wear dark nail polish, the pulse oxymeter may provide a false reading. An oxygen saturation level of about 95% is considered normal. Saturation levels below
92% are considered below average. Pulse oximeters are designed to be portable, so testing can be done wherever you are. Some units are more portable than others, though. Do not use a pulse oximeter if your fingers are cold after it has been outside. Warm your fingers first for a proper reading. If the oxygenation level is low depending on the oxymeter don't panic. Pay attention
to any other symptoms you may have, and if necessary seek medical attention immediately. Some pulse oximeters will read the pulse at the same time they read the oxygenation level of the blood. Track this data for your doctor as well. Avoid smoking on the days you take oxymetric readings. Chemicals in cigarettes can cause false readings with some pulse oximeters. Q. Why
would I use a pulse oximeter? A. A doctor routinely uses a pulse oximeter with hospitalized patients. For example, they can use data from a pulse oximeter to tell if a patient is progressing properly after sedation for surgery. Doctors can get key information from pulse oximeters used at home as well. For example, if the patient takes medication to help the lungs, this device may
show if lung function improves. Q. What are the dangers of using a pulse oximeter? A. The disadvantages of this type of device are few. Because it does not pierce the skin, there is no risk of infection. However, if your unit uses adhesive to fixate on your finger, you may experience a skin reaction. The biggest problem you have is incorrect data generation. For example, a pulse
oximeter that is not positioned correctly might record an incorrect reading. Q. What should I do if my oxygenation level is low? A. If your doctor has asked you to take oxymeter pulse readings, alert him immediately to any worrying results. If you have other symptoms that could indicate a serious health problem, you may want to visit an emergency room. If you receive worrying
readings but do not experience other symptoms, make sure your finger is inserted correctly. Have a healthy person testing the device to see if he/she receives poor readings as well. If so, this could indicate a malfunction of the device. Q. What are the best xylometer pulse brands? A. The best pulse oximeter for household use will probably be different from the best pulse oximeter
in a hospital. But there are a lot of manufacturers that create quality pulse oximeters for home use, including the following. Acc U Rate AccuMed Facelake Masimo MeasuPro Santamedical Q. I have to use my pulse several times a day. Any advice? A. If you need to take more readings throughout the day, you might want to buy a drive you can wear. Some finger-with-screen ship
patterns with a neck strap, so you can keep the device around your neck all day. Other ship units with a transport case that you can clip to your belt. If the unit always stays at hand, it is much easier to take more readings. Readings.
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